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1 …be pissed? 
zoegirl: why would he be pissed? 

26 …your little fuck-buddy, thing. 
…"fuck buddy"… 

40 you said, "what the hell, let's have an orgy"? 

63 last nite he pulled me aside and offered me a vicodin tablet "to smooth things 
out." then he changed his mind, saying, "nah, I better not corrupt you." 
SnowAngel: doesn't he know yr already corrupted? 
…where'd he get the vicodin? 
Mad maddie: from his bro, who I'm pretty sure does some farming on the side. 
SnowAngel: farming? 
Mad maddie: as in pharmaceuticals. 

63 …your fuck-buddy. 

64 it's a hangover pee. 

66 …shit? 

75 …dumbass,… 

82 Ass zoe, ur allowed to say it! Ass ass ass! Ass-poopy! 
Zoegirl: did you just say…ass-poopy?! 

83 …ass-booby…? 
…shit? 
…up with this shit! 

113 …bitch… 
…shit anymore? 

133 …so pissed! 

135 have you ever given logan a blow job? 

136 "…no blow jobs for YOU, missy!" 
…what about plain old sex? If yr embarrassed to have him go down on you, won't 
you be embarrassed to have sex? 

138 …ass is grass. 
…speaking of asses… 

147 …pissy. 

150 holy shit. 

156 …she's a bitch. 

159 …total asshole fuckwad. 

161 fucking. 

174 he's gonna blow his wad again? Prematurely, I mean? 

177 so how DID you get it in? 
…he kind of guided it in, with his hand, I tried to help, but I felt pretty fumbly. 
…did it hurt, when it finally happened? 
Zoegirl: a little, and I think I bled some, but doug had brought a quilt which we'd 
spread on the floor 
…we'll get better with practice, that's what I think plus doug wore a condom, 
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which I've read can inhibit the woman's pleasure. He's going to look into different 
brands for next time. 
SnowAngel: doug wore a condom? But you're on the pill! 

180 I have not had too much pepperment schnapps. 

182 ah shit,… 

183 "what a fucking loser." 

184 …fucking loser… 

191 ...parade thru the mall with marshmallows on my nipples? 

199 holy frickin shit, zo. 

203 and yet yr gonna have sex with him 
zoegirl: well, yeah. Maybe it'll bring us closer. 

204 it's still fun, don't get me wrong. And doug's skin is so incredibly smooth…and 
warm…and there's this one spot, right below his hip bone…it's like, wow. Just to 
be close to another human being- that's worth it, right? 

211 I remember the pole-dancing party. 
SnowAngel: well, the sex toy party is part of that whole lineup, and aunt sadie 
finally agreed to host it, and it's set for next Thursday! 
Anyway emma, she's the sex toy woman, has been calling endlessly to pester aunt 
sadie about details. Would aunt sadie be willing to pose in lingerie? How many 
pairs of handcuffs should she bring? What about s&m, is that going too far? 
Zoegirl: good god. Are they actually going to try the stuff out at the party? 
SnowAngel: the idea is to "normalize" the sex toys so that the women wanna take 
them home to spice up their sex lives, but aunt sadie's insisting that emma only 
bring the catalogue. She can do a pole dance for her innocent niece, but she's too 
embarassed to pass out a vibrator! 
…so I typed back, "5 pm great, but changed mind about dildos. Bring lots- all 
sizes!" 
…so no emma's gonna show up next Thursday with a humungous box of dildos! I 
love it!  
Zoegirl: I don't understand the point of a dildo. Doesn't it just sound gross, a fake 
penis that flops around in your hand? 
SnowAngel: I don't get it either, altho I don't think it "flops." 
do you think thy make fake vaginas for men to use? 
…can you imagine what doug would say if I whipped out a pair of handcuffs the 
next time we were fooling around? 
SnowAngel: THAT would prove yr not submissive! Zoe the dominatrix, yeah! 
…and you told her to bring dildos! Lots- all sizes! 

213 …sadie explained the dildo comment. 

217 holy shit! 

220 …like, "oh shit,"… 
 


